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Editor: Melissa Munn-Chernoff 

Message from the President 

 

It is still putting a smile on my face when I remember one of our 
Board members saying that she was enjoying the Virtual ICED 
2020 so much because she was able to clean the bathroom and do 
the dishes while watching and listening to one of the plenaries. I 
agree -- the Virtual ICED 2020 was probably one of the most 
interactive conferences I have ever attended. I was able to 
interact and chat with attendees from all over the world -- and I 
will talk about numbers in a bit -- whom I probably would have 
otherwise never “met” at any in person ICED, in chat rooms that I 
was randomly assigned to during the social activities, or during 
times and situations when I would usually not be able to listen to 
exciting new research findings. Yet, I was able to do all that in a 
relaxed atmosphere when people were sitting in their cozy sofas 
at home, when occasionally one of their dogs had walked through 
the living room or their kids were laughing next door. The virtual 
format certainly added an additional great level of community to 
our conference. Perhaps more importantly, it attracted and 
included so many people within our community who would 
otherwise not have been able to attend the conference for 
various reasons. 
 
Before discussing the AED's current strategic objectives for the 
coming year, let me first thank all those who contributed to the 
enormous success of this meeting. It was the largest ICED ever, 
with over 1,600 (!!) attendees from 61 (!) countries, indicating 
that the AED has in fact made enormous progress in becoming a 
global organization. First, thanks go to the 2020 Scientific 
Conference Committee co-chairs, Jerel Calzo and Anthea Fursland, 
as well as the entire Conference Committee. Together with our 
Board member Ross Crosby (Director for Annual Meetings), they 
created a truly outstanding program. Many thanks to all of them! I 
would also like to thank our panelists, discussants, presenters, 
experts, and mentors for sharing their latest research, clinical 
experiences, reflections, and visions with us in the numerous 
presentations, workshops, discussion panels, poster sessions, and 
other meetings. Finally, I would like to thank all attendees who 
joined us from all over the world! Many of you did so for the first 
time and I hope that you continue to stay involved with the AED 
long-term. There are many ways to stay involved -- attending the 
conference is only one of them! Please reach out to us and we can 
explore ways that would best fit your interests! 
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Message from the President continued 

 

I would also like to thank our AED management team: our Executive Director Elissa Myers, Deputy Executive 
Director Dawn Gannon, Director of Meetings Leah Sibilia, and their colleagues at Virtual, and the ANZAED staff, Rini 
Das and Jeremy Freeman. Their professionalism, flexibility, hard work, and seemingly endless energy largely 
contributed to the success of this conference. The amount of time and effort they put into making this first joint 
conference with ANZAED such a huge success cannot be emphasized enough. 
 
I look forward to the upcoming months and working with our compassionate and dedicated Board of Directors. We 
will deeply miss Kyle De Young and Chevese Turner, who rotated off their positions on the Board as Past President 
and Director for Experts by Experience Relations, respectively, at our Virtual ICED 2020. I would like to offer my 
profound gratitude to them for their extremely valuable contributions over the past years.  
 
Also, I would like to thank S. Bryn Austin, who transitioned to Past President, for her great leadership during her 
tenure as President. Her innovative thinking, calmness, and dedication to move the AED forward to reach its 
strategic goals despite the numerous COVID-19 pandemic struggles was outstanding. I have been so fortunate to 
work closely with Bryn and Kyle and have benefited greatly from the Presidential trio’s leadership, friendship, and 
guidance. Jenny Lundgren now serves as President-Elect, and I am excited to preside over the AED Board with 
Jenny and Bryn completing the new Presidential Trio. We also welcomed two new Board members: June Alexander 
as Director for Experts by Experience Relations and Millie Plotkin as Director for Communications.  
 
I very much look forward to continuing to work with the additional ongoing Board members: Rachel Bachner-
Melman (Director for Outreach), Kelly Bhatnagar (Director for Membership), Ross Crosby (Director for Annual 
Meetings), Unna Danner (Director for Standards of Excellence), Marisol Perez (in her new role as Treasurer), 
Jennifer Thomas (Secretary), and Kristin von Ranson (Director for Research-Practice Integration). 
 
During my tenure, I am pledged to carry forward the important initiatives put in place by my predecessors. When 
she assumed office last year, Bryn said, “If there is one theme that I see as tying together my vision for my time as 
your president, it is COMMUNITY.” We have to ensure we are supporting all our members and our eating disorder 
community where support is needed and to redouble our efforts to ensure that the AED is diverse, equitable, and 
inclusive. 
 
I also hope to strengthen our dialogue with professionals and researchers in other health care communities 
harnessing the power of translational science to understand and gain insights from other fields, and to share with 
them important information about eating disorders and the intersection between their work and ours. There will 
be moments when we also need to have difficult conversations around issues where there is strong disagreement 
in our field and where there are divides in our organization. However, as a society, we need to maintain respect for 
each other and our differing positions as we move forward. Using our Virtual ICED 2020 theme, “Taking a Different 
Perspective,” might enable us to examine controversial issues through a different lens or from another angle, 
which will help us re-engage in a fruitful and respectful dialogue. 
 
During the last 20 years of my career as a clinician and researcher, I could not have done any of the work without 
my patients’ and their families and loved ones’ valuable feedback and input. I feel strongly about bringing all voices 
to the process of discovering the best treatment methodologies for eating disorders -- weaving into a powerful 
dialogue the voices of the researcher, the clinician, the patient, and the carer. This includes listening carefully to 
our Experts by Experience (patients and carers), working to get Experts by Experience represented on every AED 
committee. One possibility is to have discussants who are Experts by Experience on the ICED treatment panels, 
along with our existing format of having clinicians and researchers as discussants. 

continued on next page 
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Message from the President continued 

 

Having started my journey into the AED within a Partner Organization of the Academy, the Austrian Society of 
Eating Disorders, I am particularly invested in “nurturing” existing relationships with our Chapters and Partners 
while also building new ones globally. Having partnered with our friends from ANZAED for the Virtual ICED 2020 
was such a fruitful and rewarding collaboration! 
 
The AED Board made the decision to once again create a Virtual Event for ICED 2021, and delay our ICED meeting in 
Monterrey, Mexico until 2022. We plan to build on all we have learned this year about staging a Virtual meeting to 
make next year’s meeting even more spectacular, including more content and social opportunities. We hope more 
individuals from all the corners of the world will be involved! Please make sure to provide feedback on the most 
recent survey sent in July. We can only learn from you! 
 
 

 
 

Save the Date for Virtual ICED 2021! 
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  Message from the Editor 

 

Welcome to the post-conference issue of the AED Forum. This issue begins with a message from 
our new AED President, Ursula Bailer, reflecting on our first ever Virtual ICED and joint 
conference with ANZAED, as well as goals for the upcoming year. It is exciting to think about 
what the AED will accomplish soon. Executive Director Elissa Myers discusses the role of 
evidence-based practice in our field. You will also find updates from multiple committees and a 
book review by Martha Peaslee Levine on Famished: Eating Disorders and Failed Care in America 
written by Rebecca J. Lester. We also welcome new AED members and have additional 
announcements you will not want to miss! 
 
Thank you to everyone who submitted articles to this issue of the Forum. Please submit your 
articles, letters, announcements, and suggestions (no more than 250 words per entry) for the 
next issue of the Forum by October 15, 2020 to Melissa Munn-Chernoff at Forum@aedweb.org. 

Melissa  

Munn-Chernoff 

Greetings from the Executive Director 

 

Elissa Myers, MA, 

CAE, IOM 

I was surprised the other day to hear a colleague say, “I don’t believe in evidence.” Surprised, 
though it has become something of a United States national mantra – perhaps related to the passion 
around the anti-vaccine movement. According to Wikipedia, “Antiscience is a philosophy or way of 
understanding the world that rejects science and the scientific method. People holding antiscientific 
views do not accept science as an objective method that can generate universal knowledge. They 
also contend that scientific reductionism in particular is an inherently limited means to reach 
understanding of a complex world.” 
 
According to a recent article on the website Cornell Alliance for Science, “A deep dive into the 
American protests demanding an end to COVID-19 lockdowns exposes the influence of anti-vaxxers, 
climate change deniers and conservative religious and political groups.” 
 
It occurred to me that antiscience may be related to the frustration that many patients and 
caretakers feel in the face of a great deal of uncertainty around the prevention and treatment of 
eating disorders. Many parents have said to me, “we hear conflicting advice from therapists, and we 
don’t know who to trust. We wish the AED would provide absolute guidance on what the best forms 
of treatment are.” 
 
According to Jerome Groopman, a compelling writer and professor at Harvard Medical School, 
“Medicine is not an exact art. There’s lots of uncertainty, always evolving information, much room 
for doubt. The most dangerous people are the ones who speak with total authority and no room for 
error.” 
 
The AED has embraced and committed to the principle of evidence-based practice – the practice of 
mental and behavioral health care that begins with considering the best available basic and applied 
empirical research evidence when making decisions about mental and behavioral health services. 
Yet, we also recognize the limitations of the available empirical evidence – especially given 
contextual factors such as community and cultural differences, the settings in which the services 
occur, barriers to services, and the strengths and assets of individuals and communities. 
 

continued on next page 

 

mailto:Forum@aedweb.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antiscience
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Objectivity_(science)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universality_(philosophy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reductionism
https://allianceforscience.cornell.edu/blog/2020/04/anti-science-groups-drive-us-protests-against-covid-lockdowns/
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Greetings from the Executive Director continued 

I have been serving on a multi-association committee called the Innovation Task Force. Two key principles of 
innovation are the search for novel solutions for current problems and the anticipation of emerging 
challenges. Currently, we can recognize that: 
 

• More research is needed to improve the success rate of treatment – through the most cost-effective 
methods. 

• More education is needed to improve the transfer of research breakthroughs to clinicians on the 
front line of treatment. 

• More funding is needed to allow access to cost-effective treatment for patients suffering  

• … and much more. 
 
Are we likely to “solve” all eating disorder problems in the near future? Probably not entirely. However, we 
improve our odds considerably by systematically organizing, collecting, and disseminating the best research 
available, while trusting research findings and simultaneously remaining vigilantly skeptical. 
 
We are almost certainly not going to solve the tragedy of eating disorders by disavowing research and 
adopting an attitude of “antiscience.” 
 
Along with the many other important tasks that fill your day, I hope you will join in the important work of 
fighting antiscience and speaking out in defense of our imperfect but eternally improving knowledge base on 
eating disorders. As Crosby Stills and Nash sang in the 60’s, “Teach Your Children Well.” Science and evidence-
based medicine matter. 

 

 
 

 

 

https://www.asaecenter.org/resources/asae-foresightworks/
https://www.aedweb.org/store
https://bit.ly/2BF1kW6
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SIG and Committee Updates 

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Advisory Committee Update  

Nadia Craddock 
 
In recognition of and solidarity with Black Lives Matter and on behalf of the AED Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) 
Advisory Committee to the Board, we are offering insights on some immediate and longer-term plans we are putting 
in place to tackle systemic anti-Black racism and White supremacy within the eating disorder field. 
 
As a community of largely health professionals, we know that racism is a global public health issue. We must 
recognize that specifically anti-Black racism is a global public health issue as well. Although the spotlight is currently 
on the United States, anti-Black racism is not exclusive to the United States. Anti-Black racism is evident in many 
parts of the world, particularly where there are legacies of slavery and colonialism. 
 
The DEI committee was established last year. We have been meeting each month to strategize on how to create 
systemic long-term change on issues relating to DEI, and in June, our co-chairs Marcella Raimondo and Alvin Tran 
made recommendations to be considered by the board. 
 
We imagine that you, like us, are feeling a range of emotions from rage to sorrow in response to the current civil 
rights movement in the United States and are looking for ways to take action. How we, as a (currently) 
predominantly White organization, show up for our Black colleagues, patients, and members of our wider eating 
disorder community is something that is going to take collective work, commitment, and consistent effort. 

 

Electronic Media Committee Update  

Kielty Oberlin and Danyale McCurdy-McKinnon 
 
The Electronic Media Committee is excited to introduce new committee members: Blair Burnette, Kristen Lohse, and 
Rebecca Wolfe. Kristen Lohse has also agreed to be our new Webmaster, supporting Dawn Gannon in our upcoming 
and ongoing website tasks. Our new co-chair is Danyale McCurdy-McKinnon and our new Portfolio Holder is Millie 
Plotkin.  
 
We are reviewing the AED website to ensure its content and visual aesthetics are current and user-friendly. In 
collaboration with the AED’s Social Media Committee and other committees, we are preparing a survey for 
distribution via the AED’s social media platforms that will gather feedback about the website. Members may also 
email their observations and comments to us at info@AEDweb.org or webmaster@AEDweb.org. 
 
Members now have additional AED resources during this ongoing time of change. The Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 
section, found in the Main Forum of the AED Community and under the ‘Resources’ dropdown menu, is a forum for 
members to participate in discussions, as well as share and access resources for Addressing Racism in Clinical Care, 
Research and Teaching. As COVID-19 continues, members may also join in the COVID-19 Resources and Discussion 
from the ‘Main Forum’ of the ‘AED Community.’  
 
Look for AED educational resources and initiatives under the ‘Resources’ dropdown menu from the homepage and 
the Events Calendar. 
 
Finally, your profile information may be updated from the ‘My AED’ tab on the homepage. Our “how to” tutorials are 
also there for additional assistance. 

mailto:info@AEDweb.org
mailto:webmaster@AEDweb.org
https://www.aedweb.org/resources/aed-diversity-equity--inclusion
https://www.aedweb.org/communities/community-home?communitykey=8dd00057-0ac1-447f-b78a-c22feb8d2a86&tab=groupdetails
https://www.aedweb.org/communities/community-home?CommunityKey=760a280b-4c2b-4255-bce2-035978806b69
https://www.aedweb.org/communities/community-home?CommunityKey=760a280b-4c2b-4255-bce2-035978806b69
https://www.aedweb.org/communities/community-home?communitykey=8dd00057-0ac1-447f-b78a-c22feb8d2a86&tab=groupdetails
https://www.aedweb.org/home
https://www.aedweb.org/events/calendar
https://vimeo.com/aedweb/review/366319340/5b4cd07a0d
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Experts by Experience Committee Update  

Suzanne Dooley-Hash 
 
We are comprised of individuals with lived experience with eating disorders. Our mission is to fully integrate the 
perspective of patients, families, and other caregivers into the AED’s programs and services, with the ultimate goal of 
improving the quality of eating disorder research and treatment. Please contact us if we can be of service adding 
perspective to any of your projects. 
 
Our committee is off to a great start for the coming year. First, we would like to welcome several new members to our 
committee -- Cipalti Ayuzo del Valle, Suzanne Baker, Priya James, Claudia Paola Garcia Parker, and Iris Pastor. With our 
new members, our global representation is greatly enhanced. We now have members from Australia, Brazil, Mexico, 
the United Kingdom, and the United States! Second, we would like to thank members who rotated off the committee 
after three (or more) years of service -- Blair Brunette and Judy Krasna! Judy will stay on in an advisory role. Finally, we 
are welcoming two new co-chairs -- Suzanne Dooley-Hash and Kym Piekunka. 
 
Last year, our committee published the 10 Actions series for caregivers, clinicians, and individuals. These were 
designed to suggest actions to accompany the popular Nine Truths previously published by the AED. This year, we aim 
to release four webinars designed to highlight populations typically underrepresented in discussions on eating 
disorders. We will collaborate with other AED committees and Special Interest Groups to ensure accurate and 
appropriate representation. Please stay tuned for developments on this exciting new project over the coming months. 

Research-Practice Committee Update 

Kelsey Clark 
Virtual ICED 2020 Research-Practice Global Think Tank – Eating Disorders in the Time of COVID-19 
 
With the ICED 2020 going Virtual, the Research-Practice Committee and ANZAED updated the Research-Practice 
Global Think Tank to cover COVID-19’s impact on clinical practice and research. COVID-19 requires everyone to “take 
a different perspective” to face unexpected challenges and opportunities. Here are five highlights from this year’s 
Think Tank: 
 
1. Christine Peat shared clinically-relevant research regarding COVID-19’s effects on the lives of people with eating 
disorders. Results highlighted that individuals are experiencing worsened symptoms, though promising treatment 
targets exist, including structure in daily schedules and meals. 
 
2. Tracey Wade described adapting CBTe for telehealth. She reminded us that good practice includes collaborating 
with the broader clinical community --“It’s rare that the whole world faces the same issue at the same time.” 
 
3. Brittany Matheson’s insights about implementing FBT remotely included specific recommendations for patients, 
caretakers, and clinicians. She also proposed future research priorities (comparing in-person and telehealth 
treatments; disentangling COVID-19 effects). 
 
4. Ruth Striegel Weissman interpreted the “big picture” from her perspective as the IJED editor. She highlighted one 
significant obstacle -- 85% of eating disorder researchers reported some or all of their current research being halted 
due to COVID-19. 

continued on next page 

 

https://www.aedweb.org/resources/online-library/publications/10-actions
https://www.aedweb.org/resources/online-library/publications/nine-truths-weight
https://www.nceedus.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/COVID-ED-for-Individuals-and-Families.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1002/eat.23289
https://doi.org/10.1002/eat.23289
https://doi.org/10.1002/eat.23326
https://doi.org/10.1002/eat.23326
https://doi.org/10.1002/eat.23303
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SIG Oversight Committee Update 

 
Julie Trim 
 
The month of June was all a “Zoom” for us and our Special Interest Groups (SIGs)! On June 1st, we honored our 
outgoing and incoming members with a “happy hour” call. Our outgoing members were given a rose à la reality TV 
show, which was a humorous nod to our “ROSE guidelines” for SIG co-chairs. On June 5th, we held our ICED SIG co-
chair meeting. It was wonderful to see three screen pages of our co-chairs during the call! 

The rest of June was full of meetings, as each SIG held their annual ICED meeting. We were delighted to hear that 
having virtual meetings allowed for increased attendance and engagement. Our current SIG co-chairs and their SIG 
Oversight Committee liaisons are below. We look forward to a very productive year ahead. 
 

continued on next page 

 

Research-Practice Committee Update continued 

5. A key theme emerged during the discussions -- acknowledging the positive. Ruth said, “We’re still in the early 
stage of appreciating opportunities for growth and positive change. How can we together make the most of this 
crisis and improve our practices in all domains?” 
 
You can still watch the session here! Special thanks to our speakers, Think Tank Subcommittee, ANZAED, and 
moderators. 
 

https://doi.org/10.1002/eat.23293
https://doi.org/10.1002/eat.23293
https://www.xcdsystem.com/iced/program/3D46kru/index.cfm?pgid=413&sid=7805
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SIG Name Co-Chairs Liaison 

Assessment & Diagnosis   
Brittany Kay Bohrer 

Abby Sarrett-Cooper 
K. Jean Forney 

Bariatric Surgery 
Lois Surgenor 

Julie Trim 
Colleen Schreyer 

Body Image & Prevention 
Danyale McCurdy-McKinnon 

Danyale McCurdy-McKinnon 
Tiffany Brown 

Child & Adolescent Eating Disorders 
Jessie Menzel 

Heather Hower 
Julie Lesser 

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy (CBT-ED) 
Rebecca Murphy 

Marita Cooper 
Suzanne Staebler 

Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) and Suicide 
Kim Claudat 

Marita Cooper 
Anita Federici 

Early Career 
Kathryn Coniglio 

Heather Hower 
Erin Reilly 

Early Intervention 
Karina Allen  

Mindy Solomon 
Ulrike Schmidt  

Epidemiology & Public Health Practice 
Carly Pacanowski 

Danyale McCurdy-McKinnon 
Samantha Hahn 

Family Based Treatment (FBT) 
Rachel Kramer 

Abby Sarrett-Cooper 
Sarah Forsberg 

Genes and Environment 
Katherine Schaumberg 

Abby Sarrett-Cooper 
Shannon O'Connor 

Males & Eating Disorders 
Scott Griffiths 

Joana Wiese 
Emilio Compte 

Medical Care   
Daniela Gomez Aguirre  

Julia Cassidy 
Brooks Brodrick 

Neuroimaging   
Ann Haynos 

Julie Trim 
Kendra Becker 

Neuropsychology   
Lisa Anderson 

Julie Trim 
Alix Timko 

Nutrition 
Stephanie Brooks  

Julia Cassidy 
Elizabeth Holm 

Professionals and Recovery   
Kielty Oberlin 

Heather Hower 
Andrea LaMarre 

Psychodynamic and Integrated Psychotherapies 
Marissa Sappho  

Mindy Solomon 
Douglas Bunnell 

Residential and Inpatient 
Wayne Bowers 

Mindy Solomon 
Eva Schoen 

Somatic & Somatically Oriented Therapies   
Angela Derrick 

Mindy Solomon 
Kathleen Love 

Sport & Exercise   
Sasha Gorrell  

Julia Cassidy 
Jennifer Harriger 

Substance-Related and Addictive Disorders 
Gina Bongiorno 

Julia Cassidy 
Christina Segura 

Technology & Innovations 
Limor Weinstein 

Marita Cooper 
Brittany Lauro 

Transcultural 
Norman Kim 

Danyale McCurdy-McKinnon 
Tiffany Rush Wilson 

Trauma and Eating Disorders 
Kathryn Trottier, PhD 

Marita Cooper 
Karen Mitchell 

Universities   
Kathryn Huryk  

Heather Hower 
Roxanne Rockwell 

Weight Stigma & Social Justice 
Erin Harrop 

Lauren Mulheim 
Rachel Millner 

SIG Oversight Committee Update continued 
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The author begins many chapters with vignettes of her younger life as she struggled with an eating disorder. 
Although each snapshot is brief, they offer a rich view into the author’s struggles. She uses this same 
technique to paint complex portraits of patients whom she discusses, including details that allow the reader 
to be in the moment struggling with the patient and/or treatment team. These examples provide personal 
perspectives to the larger challenges the author tackles, such as patients being discharged by insurance when 
they have gained the necessary weight but are in an emotionally vulnerable spot. Anyone in practice has 
undoubtedly argued with insurance. The author uses her various points of view to underscore what insurance 
decisions say about our culture, what they express to our patients, and how they can affect the healthcare 
workers who toil in this emotionally challenging field. As she describes, “We need to look at what happens 
when the dominant logic of care forces eating disorders treatment to operate with an anorexic mentality of 
scarcity and deprivation that replicates to core dynamics of the very illnesses it purports to treat, catching 
patients in double binds that keep them unwell.” 
 
From her work at Cedar Grove, the author uses case examples, group activities and therapeutic conversations 
to help readers engage with the concepts she covers. Throughout the book, she offers excellent summaries 
of clinical frameworks that have led to an understanding of eating disorders. What is distinct in this book is 
the cultural and anthropologic analysis offered. The author takes us through her personal experiences, into 
understanding eating disorders in interpersonal and cultural realms back to clinical settings, in which many of 
us are probably more comfortable. This shifting perspective offers a profound understanding of eating 
disorders and examines many of the challenges that come in interpersonal relationships. The author 
proposes, “Eating disorders do not exist within people; they emerge between people.” This idea helps the 
reader understand dynamics in the family, in the clinical milieu, and again in the views of insurance and the 
culture at-large. 
 
This book is a fascinating read. Having worked in this field for years, certainly past concepts were reinforced. 
Yet what was most interesting was the new ways of looking at eating disorders through the lens of an 
anthropologist. She offers insights into eating disorders and the failure of the United States’ current 
healthcare system. One does not need to be in the United States, though, to find this book helpful.  
 
 

Association Updates and Other News 

Martha Peaslee Levine, AED Book Reviewer 
 
Famished: Eating Disorders and Failed Care in America written by Rebecca J. Lester 
(University of California Press, 2019, 416 pages) 
 
Rebecca Lester writes this book from three different perspectives -- as a medical and 
psychological anthropologist, a licensed psychotherapist specializing in eating disorders, 
and as a survivor of a long-standing eating disorder. These views are distinct but overlap 
and allow the reader to consider challenges within the field of eating disorders that are not 
always regarded, such as how insurance is often replicating challenging interpersonal 
dynamics and reinforcing beliefs that many clients hold -- that of not being deserving 
enough. 
 

 

Book Review Corner 

continued on next page 
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The author touches on psychodynamic issues within eating disorders, psychotherapeutic techniques that help 
patients separate themselves from their eating disorders, and through her own experiences, a sense that 
individuals can come through the challenges of an eating disorder and become a champion for others. I 
believe everyone practicing in the field could benefit from reading this book. It is well-researched and very 
readable and relatable. The author describes, “What I offer here, then, are not answers but rather new ways 
of asking questions that can help us -- all of us -- engage those struggling with these conditions with greater 
compassion, understanding and awareness.” Isn’t that how we all want to practice? 
 

 

 

 
Melissa Munn-Chernoff 
 
Welcome new AED members! Our membership is increasing, and we would like to take a moment to 
recognize all of the new AED members in this and upcoming issues of the Forum. Below are the 123 new 
members from January 2020 to June 2020, who represent 16 countries!  
 

New Member Country New Member Country 

Sophie Abber United States Abbigail Kinnear Canada 

Marianne Aluotto United States Tasuku Kitajima Japan 

Kim Anderson United States Alina Kurland United States 

Alison Aylward United States Kimberly Lee United States 

Suzanne Baker United Kingdom Lara Leoni United States 

Harleen Bakshi India Carla Lewis-Moore United States 

Stephanie Ball United States Techiya Loewen Canada 

Aaron Ballantyne United States Ashley Lucas United States 

Mikayla Barry United States Elizabeth Marcum United States 

Mona Basker India Suvi Markus Finland 

Kami Beard United States Sugely Martínez Mexico 

Brian Belko United States Sologub Maxim Russia 

Chiara Benetti Canada Rachel Megahy United Kingdom 

Hvovi Bhagwagar India Farzana Molvi United States 

Helen Bittencourt Lopes Brazil Bridget Montgomery United States 

Lisa Boden Felchle United States João Motarelli Brazil 

Julia Boyd United States Kathryn Mullen Australia 

Deborah Brewer United States Erin Ott United States 

Sumner Brooks United States Nikki Pagano United States 

Christie Caggiani United States Jennifer Paterson Australia 

Kenisha Campbell United States Genevieve Peck United States 

Nelly Capetillo Ventura Mexico Valeria Pedrón Argentina 

Aubrey Carpenter United States Sandra Pesce Brazil 

Elizabeth Cummings Australia Andrea Pettinato United States 

Sandra Cushing Canada Anusha Purakaystha United States 

Shachi Dalal India Ani Reiner Germany 

Amanda Delsman United States Lorna Richards United Kingdom 

Alanah Dobinson Australia Laura Richardson United States 

Jennifer Dorau United States Brianna Ripoli United States 

Emily Doyle United States Kelli Rugless United States 

Book Review Corner continued 

New Members Corner 

continued on next page 
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New Member Country New Member Country 

Melissa Dreier United States Meg Salvia United States 

Catherine Drury United States Anna Schlissel United States 

Molly Dyer United States Josie Schmidt United States 

Becca Eckstein United States Tuuli Sedman Estonia 

Ariana Elias Australia Amee Severson United States 

Diana Elwyn United States Sushila Sharangdhar India 

Jessica Estep United States Sherrie Sharp United States 

Amy Ethridge United States Caitlin Shepherd United States 

Rachel Evans United Kingdom Juliana Silvani Brazil 

Charlotte Falloon New Zealand Ellyn Silverman United States 

Kanti Ford United States Scout Silverstein United States 

Erin Fredrick-Gray United States Bhalendu Singh India 

Vanessa Galeano United States Elizabeth Sita United States 

Yutong Gao United States Anna Skomorovskaia Russia 

Leanne Genrich Australia Ashley Smith United States 

Aliza Gillman Israel Chelcie Soroka Canada 

Danielle Glennon United Kingdom Louise Staines Australia 

Robin Greenberg United States Mary Stevens Australia 

Emily Grenesko-Stevens United States Suku Sukunesan Australia 

Laurie Grunebaum United States Serena Sullivan United States 

Beth Harrell United States Sannuthi Suresh India 

Michal Hason Rozenstein Israel Jennifer Sveund United States 

Amy Helms United States Rebecca Thew Australia 

Mary Hill United States Lauren Todd United States 

Caroline Holbrook United States Fatema Valikarimwala India 

Carlos Hoyos United Kingdom Jingyi Wang United States 

Brooke Huminski United States Madison Weinstock United States 

Priya James United States Amanda Williams United States 

Valerie Jeanneret Chile Samantha Withnell Canada 

Sarah Johnson United States Reshmi Y S India 

Lori Keeling United States Yang Yu United States 

Lauren Kelly United States   

 

 

 

 

ICED 2022 and 2023 Program Co-Chairs 
Ross Crosby 
 
The AED is proud to announce that the Scientific Planning Committee Co-Chairs for the ICED 2022 (Monterrey, 
Mexico) are Kendra Becker and Eva Trujillo. Kendra is a staff psychologist at the Eating Disorder Clinical and 
Research Program at the Massachusetts General Hospital and an Instructor in Psychiatry at Harvard Medical 
School. Her primary research interests include exploring emotional and personality influences on eating behaviors, 
as well as investigating neurological, hormonal, and behavioral differences among individuals with low-weight 
eating disorders. Eva is the Medical Director of Comenzar De Nuevo, Monterrey, Mexico and a Clinical Professor of 
Pediatrics and Nutrition at Tec Salud, Medical School. She is a Past AED President and a member of the Hispano 
Latino American Chapter (HLA).  
 
The AED is also proud to announce that the Scientific Planning Committee Co-Chairs for the ICED 2023 (location to 
be determined) are Karen Jennings Mathis and Sandra Mulkens. Karen is an Assistant Professor in the College of 

Announcements 
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Nursing at University of Rhode Island. She co-chairs the AED’s Research-Practice Committee and the American 
Psychiatric Nurses Association’s Research Council Steering Committee. Sandra is an Endowed Professor of Feeding 
and Eating Disorders and a Clinical Psychologist-Psychotherapist in the Department of Psychiatry & 
Neuropsychology at Maastricht University, Netherlands. Her research interests include cognitive behavioral 
therapy treatment of avoidant restrictive food intake disorder, obesity (including childhood obesity), bulimia 
nervosa, binge-eating disorder, and body dysmorphic disorder. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Invitation to Submit a Paper 

 

 
 

Special Issue -- “Eating Disorders and Associated Disorders in Adolescents” in the International Journal of 
Environmental Research and Public Health (IJERPH) 
Guest Editors: Karin Waldherr, C. Barr Taylor, and Andreas Karwautz 
 
This Special Issue seeks original papers, reviews, and meta-analyses dealing with the epidemiology, etiology, 
prevention, treatment, course, and outcome, as well as the economic burden, of eating disorders and associated 
disorders in adolescents. We especially encourage the submission of papers dealing with environmental risk factors 
and public health approaches to prevention that target the environment. 
 
The 2019 Journal Impact Factors were released in the recent update of the Journal Citation Reports®. Based on 
citation activity in the Web of Science, the Impact Factor for IJERPH increased to 2.849. The journal's 5-Year Impact 
Factor is 3.127. 
  
For further information, please follow the link to the Special Issue website here. 
  
The submission deadline is 30 November 2020. Submitted papers should not be under consideration for publication 
elsewhere. IJERPH is fully open access. Article Processing Charges (APC) of 2300 Swiss Francs (CHF) apply to your 
accepted submission after peer-review. AED members can receive a 10% discount of APC. To receive the discount, 
please send an e-mail with author name(s) and the manuscript title to karin.waldherr@fernfh.ac.at prior to 
submission. 

https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijerph/special_issues/Eating_Disorders_Associated_Disorders_Adolescents
mailto:karin.waldherr@fernfh.ac.at

